Kings and Queens
The Massachusetts Supreme Court gave kings the right to marry kings and
also queens to marry queens. To paraphrase a great statesman Winston
Churchill, never was so much imposed on so many by so few. The
proponents of such a kingdom for the commonwealth were ecstatic and the
scurrying to the altar was briskly consummated. The scurrying to inculcate
the innocent was the natural next step. If you want to subvert society's
morality completely, subvert its youth. So why is anyone surprised at
machinations in the town of Lexington? We are several generations of
educators removed from a public school system, which once preserved the
innocent from such a depraved betrayal of humanity. Appropriately named,
same-sex marriage is a crime against the natural order and a crime against
humanity. Love distinguishes the human from the animal. Love creates life.
No life results from such unions since true love is absent. Since unnatural
sex is the fundamental glue of these unions, devoid of human creativity,
humanity is denied the rightful progeny a true union of human souls might
yield. That is a truth that seems to escape the educator(s) in Lexington. We
are also several generations of educators removed from a public school
system, which once produced true learned and moral scholars. That is no
surprise since our country is several generations removed from the nobility
of soul, which produced such fine educators. Today its not about absolutes
its about aberrations. Woe to anyone who objects for dissent against
aberration is not politically correct. Any scholar of 20th Century World
civics can cite countless examples of another truth. When lawful dissent is
stifled, violent spirits rule. For Americans asleep, history is simply repeating
itself. It is rather obvious that the Massachusetts Supreme Court had no real
interest in the Commonwealth, its civilized preservation or the innocence of
youth in its jurisdiction. Un-elected, they enjoy autonomy and display real
indifference toward those they were sworn to protect. In Massachusetts this
is simply the hard factual reflection of Beacon Hill politicians, who although
elected, hold the same opinions. They know that in Massachusetts, citizens
sleep even if they vote. Thus in Massachusetts, ever the beacon of liberty,
the few encourages the nation to join it in a grand final jump from the
precipice of morality into the cauldron of immoral despair. Lexington is
leading the way, preparing its youth!

